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What is a Wiki?

•  A collection of web pages

•  Managed by software that emphasizes 
quick and collaborative editing

•  Named after a Honolulu shuttle bus 
service.  In Hawaiian, “Wiki” means “fast”



What is a Wiki?

•  Similar to blogs: social software  social interaction & group 
communication

•  Different from blogs: organized by context rather than time

•  “Content is ego-less, time-less and never finished”: 
Collaborative and organic

•  Open environment  strong sense of community, decentralized 
control

•  Empowers users (e.g. structure, content)



Typical Wiki Features

•  Complete history of edits is available.  You can see who 
changed what, and ʻroll backʼ changes.  

•  Markup is usually relatively simple:  
a link to a page called “my new page” might look like 
[[my new page]]   

–  compare to HTML: 
<A HREF=”http://www.sfu.ca/mypage”>My New Page</A>

•  Creating a new page can be done by visiting a link to a page 
that doesnʼt yet exist or searching for the page. If a link or a 
search term doesnʼt find an existing page, the Wiki offers to 
create one for you



What Wikis Donʼt Do Well (usually)

•  Basic wiki concept typically does not include support for page 
specific access controls. Leans toward open access, not 
restrictions

•  Discussions: no threading, topics, subjects within a page, etc.

•  Not a content management system: Wikis are good “knowledge 
bases”, but typically donʼt provide a rich way to adapt the 
information architecture of the site beyond linking of pages



Examples

•  A basic  wiki

•  Wiki site for a conference workshop

•  Duke Universityʼs Wiki



Wiki tools at SFU: wiki.sfu.ca

•  http://wiki.sfu.ca : Based on Mediawiki, the same software that 
runs Wikipedia

–  Available for instructors, departments & research projects

–  Membership can be any combination of maillist members, students enrolled 
in courses, and individuals

–  Familiar: uses same software as wikipedia

•  Request one from wiki@sfu.ca - request form is in development: 
will be on the wiki.sfu.ca homepage

•  Also now available within WebCT as an integrated tool



Wiki tools at SFU: sakai.sfu.ca

•  http://sakai.sfu.ca : collaborative environment
–  Available to any sfu computing account holder, including students

–  Wiki is one of many tools available on each worksite

–  No request needed.  Just log in and create a new worksite: include the wiki 
tool

–  Good for group collaboration, not public facing wikis



Thank you!

Contacts:

Stephanie Chu (LIDC): stephanie@sfu.ca
Mike Stanger (IT Services): mstanger@sfu.ca

SFU Wiki Service:  https://wiki.sfu.ca , wiki@sfu.ca
SFU Sakai Service: http://sakai.sfu.ca , sakai@sfu.ca


